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ABSTRACT
Void fraction profiles in upflow (five different crosssections)and downflow (rectangularcross-section)have
been measured and interpreted with the aid of the
migration dependencies. The dependencies of the
bubble-to-plugflow pattern transition on void fractions,
tube diameter and temperature have been measured.If
the bubble diameter, D6, exceeds L mm, the bubble
movesto the wall iÍ Db < 6mm and if flow is upward. In
downflow the opposite behaviour is found. In a rectangular cross-section,thesebubbles preferably migrate
; towardsthe largestside in upflow becauseof secondary
flows.
INTRODUCTION
The transition from bubble- to plugflow can be
recognizedfrom the void fraction profiles (nnrs).These
profiles show a high concentrationof void in the centre
of the channel (approximately 0.20).The exact value of
this concentration are not important here since that
value is related to instabilities that develop in the flow
direction in the channel (Lammers [i]). High concentrations of void (upto 50%) have been recorded without
there being any transition to plugflow. Becauseof the
difference between bubble- and plugflow, different
surface-energies,
the conditions for the coalescenceof
bubbles need to be favourable (Chesters [2]). These
conditions are governed by hydrodynamical and physicochemicalfactors,both of which are not the subjectof
this paper.Here, it is tried to createone single condition
in five charurelsof varying cross-sectionand at several
average void fractions. The question is addressed
whetherthe void fraction in the centre of the channelis
rnore important than the average void fraction under

conditions that usually prevail in the laboratory. At the
same time, the influence of channel diameter on the
bubble-to-plugtransition will be con-sidered.
Over the years many experimentsof this kind were
performed by others. Most of these were performed in
circular charmels with small diameters. Void profiles
were explained by consideringthe migratory behaviour
of individual bubbles.Seee.g. Zrtn, Setizawa,Sekoguchi
and others [3-5]. Downflów was studied by e'g'
Oshinowo & Charles [6]. The motion of individual
bubbles and the possible mechanismswere studied by
e.s..Zvn t7l and Avbers & Tapucu [8,9]' Forceson a
UíUUteweïó studied'bye.g.Leal-[10]and Auton [11]'
ln this paper, the equivalentdiameter is determinedat
which thè targerbubblesdo not go to the wall but stay in
the centre.Alio the influence of the shapeof the channel
(circular or rectangular)on migration and void fraction
profiles is examined.Tube diametersup to 90mm have
Leen employed. Again, these result are related to the
transition to plug flow.
1. EXPERIMENTAL
1.1Testrigs
Two test-rigshave been used in the experiments.(See
table 1.) The first one consistsof four vertical, circular,
perspexchannels of different diameter. Thesechannels
àre Ëeing fed from one storagetank so that the water
quality, ambient Pressureand temperatureare the same
f-or all channels.Superficial water and air velocity are
controlled separatelyfor eachchannel.Eachchannelhas
a length of at least 75 equivalent diameters.In it present
form, it can only be used for upflow experiments.
The other test-rig consistsof a single vertical rectangular channel. It is constructed in a modular way. Most
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Table 1
The test rigs used
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channel
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L

40mm7
60mm7
90mmA
Rectangulart00 x 35mm2
7V

Lllrr

u

1

L

2

VTM
5'0 3'8 3'0 U
VTM
5.9 4.5 2.9 U
VTM
7.7 6.0 4.4 U
2'4 U/DiTM
3'0
.2'8

FI: total helgnt [ml, L
Cffiss-sec6on,
air inlet and local void probe [m]'
flow
bubbly
f"*u"n
L2: Distance bótween single bubble injector and optical

observationpoint [m], Exp: Experimentsperformed' U:
Upflow, D: Downflow, V: Void measurements' T:
Tr'ansitironfrom bubble to plugflow, M: Migration
experiments.

Figure L: PhotograPh of the Figure 2: Rectangularsection: Bubbleposition
rectangular section with

determination

sections (or modules) are "blind" stainless steel sections'
long
but the relevant sections have glass walls along the
and
upboth
for
be
configured
can
test-rig
walls. This
exPeriments.
downflow
Both rigs aie loops, oPen to the atmosphere'
The water used in all experiments is a mixture oÍ 50%
tap water and 50% demineralized water' The air comes
fràm a central air supply net and is filtered using an oilcatcher and a 5Pm filter.
1.2 Bubble generators
To create a "flow" of single indiaidual bubbles, each
bubble at least 10 bubble diameters apart from the next
one, bubble injectors of different size and material have
been employed: ranging from glass capillaries with an
orifice oÍ 20 pm at the end to brass capillaries with an
orifice of 10mm in the side-wall. A needle-valve is
mounted just in front of the injector to allow accurate
control over the amount of air injected and thus over the
bubble size. The injectors can be moved so that bubbles
are injected in the centre of the channel or near the wall.
These injectors have been used for the migration experiments in all channels. In the rectangular section, bubbles
have been injected in the centre and near the shorter wall
of the rectangle.
For void-distribution measurements, other injectors
have been employed. In the -channel loop, bubbly flow
is created using an air-inlet of sintered glass, flush
mounted in the wall in eách channel. In the rectangular
section, the air inlet consists of four panels of sintered
bronze, also flush mounted in the wall.
1.3 Bubble size and migralion measurements
L:r the migration experiments it is essential to determine the position of each individual bubble in the
channel. ln both test-rigs, this is done by using a set of
mirrors (seefigures 1 and 2). The result is recorded using
photography, video and high-speed cine-film. Shutter
times of 1/1000th of a second are used with the stillphoto and video-camera. Upto 1000 frames/second are

used with the high-speed cine-film camera. The channels
are illuminated using a 1000W incandescent lamp with
reflector and diffuser.
The position of a bubble is calculated from the frontal
view and the images in the mirrors. The refractive index
of the water and the PersPex and the curvature of both
inner and outer channel wall (for the circular channels)
is taken into account. The position of the bubbles is
determined with an accuracy better than 3%. The bubble
size is also determined using these images.
The position of the same bubble is determined in
several consecutive frames of the video- or high-speed
cinefilm. That way, the path of the bubble is traced out,
both in stagnant water and in flow.
1.4 Void fraction measurements
Local void fractions have been measured using so
called Local Void Probes (rws).
Two different types have been used: In the circular
charurels, conductivity probes have been used. These
probes have their tip bent upstream to prevent bubbles
from either being deflected by the flow around the probe
(and thus never be measured) or from becoming entan'
gled in the wake behind the probe (and thus disturbing
ih" -"us.,t"ment
too much). The probes are calibrated
a
using separate calibration rig with quick closing valves
(see ó.g. Hetsroni [12]). To coriectly interpret the results,
softwaie is developed with two trigger levels. These
levels allow the óasy discrimination of consecutive
bubbles. The observation point is at least 65 equivalent
diameters downstream o? th" bubble generator' The
probes can be traversed along the radius o-fthe channel'
In the rectangular channil, an optical rw is used'
Again, it has its tip bent upstream for the same reasons
as stated above. A special-feature of this probe is that'
as
after calibration, it gives the rise-velocity of a bubble
is
.hutttt"l
well. Since the flow" pattem in a rectangular
been
has
not rotational symmeirical, a special mounting
developed whicn alows for the scanning of an eníre
quarter section of the cross-section.
To verify the void profiles in both test-rigs, an Overall
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Figure 3: Wall-distribution. D7u6r=40
0.20m/ s, Drq,b= 2 mm.
rrlrt:.,ur,1=

25

[-r]

Figure 4: Central-distribution. D tub,=
6 0 m m , a r 1 = 0 . 2 5 m / s , D e q , b0=. 9m m

Void Meter (ol'v) is being used. This sensor measures
the overall-mixture conductivity over the channel's
cross-section and compares it to a reference or,rr in the
feeding pipe that is always immersed in 100% water
(Van der Geld & Van Koppen [13]).
2 RESULTS
In this section, the measurements results are being
presented that will be analyzed an discussed in section 3.
2.1 Misralion exoeriments
Bubbles, at least 10 equivalent diameters, Dro,6,sêparated, have been generated in the centre of the éhannel
with an equivalent diameter ranging from 0.8 to 15mm.
The position has been determined for a large number of
bubbles at 30cm and 65 channel diameters downstream
of the injection point. In some experiments, bubbles have
also been injected near the wall. Water velocities range
from stagnant to 90cm/s. The results are summarizedln
table 2.

35

.50
-50 -40 -30 -20 .10

0

10 20 30

40

50
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Figure5: Spread-outdistribution.
= 90 mm, ar1= 0.0m/ s, Dru,6= 6
Dtube
mm.

motion with an amplitude that exceeds D*;y
least a factor 2. These bubbles have an eqíivaient"t
diameter of around 2 mm. See figure 6.
m Bubbles that-display a rocking ór wobbling motion
with an amplitude in the ordJr oÍ D"^t".All bubbles
with Dro,6> 2mm exhibit this motio'n. These bub_
bles deform into asymmetric shapes. See figure 9.
See figure 7 for both the side-view ànd the view from
above of a typical bubbie path as recorded by high_
speed cine-film with as,t= 0.25m/s in the 90mm channel
(1000frames/s,20 f.ramesbetween consecutive marks).
In the circular tubes, no helical motion has been
measured if the bubble was moving close to the wall. In
that case, the bubble path was zig-zag in a plane tangent
to the tube wall. See figures 6 and7.
2.2 Void fraction distribution experiments
Bubbly flow has been generated using sintered materials as described in section 7.2. Agarn, the water velocity
ranged from stagnant to 90 cm/s. The superficial air
velocity has been raised up to the point where spherical
cap bubbles became visible in the flow. Typical void
profiles are given in figure 8 for circular channels and
figure 10 (upflow) and figure 11 (downflow) for the
rectangular channel.

In figures 3 to 5, each mark represents an individual
bubble passage. The closer the marks, the higher the
chance to find a bubble in the area occupied bv the
marks. To quantify the notions of "near thl waili and
"in the centre" the ratio of this area to the channel crosssectional area is also given in table 2. The lower the
number, the more the bubbles move in one specific
region. A distribution is said to be spread out whàn the
marks cover a disc with radius of at least half the channel. In this case, the area-ratio has a value of 0.5 or more.
Usually "spread" means that the bubbles do not tend to
the wall. An example is given in figure 5.

2.3 Bubble-to-plug transition experiments

The path of individual bubbies is determined. Three
types of bubble path are distinguished for stagnant
water and for flow.
I
Bubbles that move virtually undisturbed upwards.
These bubbles have a diameter of around i ** ot
less.
I
Bubbles that display a helical-pa th or zig-zag

The experiments show that for an increasing channel
diameter, the transition from bubble- to plugflow occurs
at higher superficial gas velocities. For increasing
temperature, the transition occurs at lower superficial
gas velocities. The temperature has been increased from
21'C (ambient temperature) to 40.C and 60"C.
The average void fraction, approximately 20%, at the

Reversal of the flow direction reverses the migratory
behaviour and the void distribution. Our experiments
with downflow show that:
. Bubbles do not move to the wall.
. The bubble categories listed above apply equally well
for downflow.
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Figure 6: Path of a t)?e II bubble. Drub,= 60 mm;lr,7=
0 . 2 5m / s , D r a . b =2 m m .
transition is independent of the channel diameter and
weakly affected by the superficial water velocity. The
void profile becomes parabolic near the point of bubbleplug transition. I.e., no wall-peaking occurs.
in downflow, the void profile observed near the point
of bubble-plug transition is parabolic, as it is in upflow.
3 ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS
3.1 Bubble misration
Only the smallest bubbles, Drq,b< 1mm, do not show
helical or zig-zag motion. Larger ones all have a wobbling or rocking motion, even if water is flowing. It has
been shown (see e.g. Duineveld [14]) that this zig-zag or
wobble path is intimately connected to the shedding of
vortices downstream of the bubble.
Turbulent diffusion causes a stochastic spread of
bubbles over the channel diameter around the injection
point. This explains the increasing spreading for 0.8 mm
bubbles in the 60mm channel with increasing ur,1.See
table2 and the appendix.
Bubbles that do move towards the channel wall
probably do so becauseof the Auton/Zun [7,11] liftforce.
i .
l ^ 3 t
F,í,= Prào 4q.rà x (iro-itr)

wherepTdenotes the fluid mass density, Drr,6the equivalent bubble diameter, ó the vorticity,ilo the velocity of
the bubble and i* the velocifv of the fluid. This expression for the liftfóce was deríved [11] for small velbcity
gradients and small bubble sizes under the assumption
that: laD6/Urrll < L, where ar is the vorticity and Urrl the
relative velocity.

Note that F,* changes sign when the liquid flow is
reversed, which explains the opposite migration trends
ir rp- and downflow.
The maximum diameter of bubbles that still move
towards the wall, around 6mm, exceeds the diameter
found by other people for smaller bore channels. E.g.
Sekazuchi (Zw t+D found wall-peaking in a 77,7mm A
chaniel with or,1= 2m/s for bubbles wlth Drr,6= 3.0 and
4.0mm, but core-peaking for Dro.b = 5.0mm. Zan lal
found wall-peakin'g in a 1-2,7mmé(irare channel with àr 1
=0.44m/s for bubbles with Dro,g = 4.7mm, but core
peaking for Drq,a= 5.L mm.
Bubble motion for diameters larger than 1mm is
hardly affected by the presence of surfactants (Duineveld [14]). So for those bubbles of concern, physicochemical influences cannot explain the difference of our
migration measurement with those of Sekaguchi and
Ztn.lt misht be that the bubble diameter for which the
migration ïowards the tube wall stops depends on the
tube diameter, although this does not follow from our
present set of data.
If bubble diameters exceeds 6 mm, the bubbles spread
out and do not move to the wall any more. Our
measurement clearly show that in this case migration is
as if the liftforce was absent. There is no need to invoke a
force that drives bubbles to the core. There is a need,
however, to explain what keeps these large bubbles from
migrating to the wall. Especially.so, since these large
bubbles still follow a helical ot zig-zagpath and since É1;p
is proportion al to D?q,b.
tuibulent diffusion, see the appendix, does not have a
directional preference and can hardly be a counteracting
agency As for the effect of turbulence bursts, experinients Uy Yung et al. [15] show that only larger particles
may be expelled from the wall by bursts originating.at
the wall. This effect has not yet been quantified for
bubbles , as far as the authois know. However, the
a
authors feel that it is more appropriate not to look for
physical
a
for
Uiti
to
search
compensating mechanism
mechanism lhat makes the lift force inactive' Two
suggestions will be given below in section 4.
Éítlt" migration in the rectangular channel is characterized by a tendency in upflow for bubbles to stay away
from the short wall. This ittitit g difference with migrabeen
tory behaviour in circular cÀannels has not
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reported in the literature so far. This trend is understood
by the secondary flows that appear in rectangular
channels and in helical tubes (Vlaicu et al [16]).
Secondary flows cause a so called pressure gradient
force (see Meng & Van der Geld [17]) acting in lateral
direction. For a circular tube, Wang et al [18] used the
two-fluid model to derive the following expression for
this force:

different bubble diameter (Zun [5]).
Core peaking can be explained by assuming a great
production rate of large bubbles. However, it might well
be that also bubble-bubble interactions is involved in the
core peaking of flows with relatively high mean void
fraction (too - 3 - 30%) that we study. See also the
numerical work by Zun et al. l7l.

,q -l--r

-I

Here, u's and w'1 denote the (undisturbed) liquid
velocity fluctuating éomponents in radial and circumferential direction. A similar expression holds in a
rectangular channel and can be used to quantify the
effect of secondary flow if experimental values for the
resulting velocities u' and'w' are employed.
3.2 Void fraction determination
As migration measurements show, core-peaking is
caused by larger bubbles that diffuse mostly in the
centre and the wall peaking is caused by smaller bubbles, Drr,6 < 6 mm, that move towards the wall.
The cbnstruction of the air-inlets is such that ai different superficial air- and water velocities bubbles of
different Dro1wíll be produced. So different bubble-size
pDFsoccur in different flow conditions, which largely
explains the different void profiles as those shown in
figure 9. If one eliminates bubble-bubble interaction by
releasing a very low quality flow of individual bubbles
then one gets two peaks, each of which corresponds to a
9.0
8.0

Ë,
z- 7.0
F
(J

6.0
5.0
4.0

rl

3.0

U 2.0
J

1.0
0.0
2rDtube

Figure 8: Void profiles in circular channels
A: core-peaking,Dsu6,= 26mm, at = 0.15m/ s, Drq,b=
5.5+ Lmm.
=
B: wall-peak ing., D su6,= 60 mm, asl = 0.50m / s, D rq,b
4 t L.Smm
C: flat with some wall-peaking, D tub,= 90 mm, a11=
0.26m/s,Dro,b=5t1mm.

Wall-peaking increases with increasing superficial
water velocity by constant central void fraction' This is
due to the increase in gradient darurl/dr and due to the
occuuence of more smaller bubbles as explained above.
This effect is independent of the channel diameter and
independent of the mean bubble size (decreased from
approx 5.5mm to approximately 1.5mm by adding a
very small volume percentage of ethanol to the water
during a particular set of experiments).
The position of the maximum void peak, Ê^o, ís
independent of the channel diameter but is clearly
dependent of the bubble size. Under all flow regimes,
e^), lies approximately at distance Deq,bfrom the wall'
With constant superficial water velocity and constant
average void fraction, the ratio Ê*or/e, is also independent of the channel diameter. llere, t" denotes the local
void fraction in the centre of the tube.
3.3 Bubble to Plug transitions
Coaiesce,ofbubbles not only takes place in the bubbly
mixture as a result of density waves (Lammers [1]) and
favourable coalescenceconditions (Chesters [2]) but also
at the injection point. The fact that with increasing
superficial gas velocify the wall peaking disappears may
imply that, on average, larger bubbles are formed at the
inlet and that the bubble-bubble interaction becomes
important. If due to the dense packing of bubbles their
relative velocity is reduced, flow conditions are such that
they favour coalescence (Chesters I2]). In larger bore
tubes, the core region that is occupied by larger bubbles
is larger than in smaller bore tubes, see also figure 9. The
parabolic void fraction profile, characteristic for the
transition from bubble to plugflqw is therefore more
flattened for larger tube diameters. This, and the fact that
eoo is independent of Dsu6, at bubble-plug transition,
implies that e" decreases for increasinB Dtub, at bubbleplug transition, as also follows directly from our
measurements. This is attributed to bubble-bubble
interactions being such that in larger bore tubes the
relative bubble velocity is less and coalescence is
fostered.
4 SOME CONCLUDING REMARKS
The preferred location of bubbles with D rn,6< 6 mm in
the rectangular section, near the larger wall, is a striking
phenomenon that shows the importance of secondary
flows. The fact that in downflow these bubbles stay
away from the wali is important since it demonstrates
the applicability of u iift force proportional to
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APPENDIX
Estimatefor the turbulent diffusion on bubble size
Following Riquarts [19], we assumethat a bubble is
moving wlih relative velocity ar4 wirh,resPect to the
fluid flow with mean velocity u1 and a fluctuating
component u' perpendicular to thê flow direction' The
fluctuating velocity is due to turbulence.The following
equation is derived for the lateral displacementL6 (It is
.,ót"d thut in eq. (23)of Riquarts [19] an error occursand
that his particle massdensity is replacedby l/zp1because
of addedmass):
a G
Llt

'"

r

|

^l

rl(''')'
\
-br1lar,

l

i

o

nt\

-t;

lHerc,D6 is the bubble diameter,p; is the massdensity
of the fluiá, p1 is the dynamic viscoóityof the fluid /Í is
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Table2:Resultsof Migration measurementt,9q!9*
c 0.38
0.15
0'33II
II
c
0.25s 1.00
c 0.48
0.30
0.42
c
0.50
c 0.42
0.75
c 0.50
0.90
0.06
0.09
0.12
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.45
0.50
0.66
0.75
0.90
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Table2 continued:Downflow
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Figure10:upflow in rectangularchannel,asl= 0.45m/s
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